Resources featured in this catalog have been newly developed, updated or approved by the Instructional and Curriculum Design Language Arts Team to align with KCCRS.

This catalog is not representative of all Instructional and Curriculum Design Language Arts resources available for instruction, but is representative of selected Language Arts resources that have been preprinted and available in the PTR Center.

**PREPRINTED LANGUAGE ARTS RESOURCES LISTED IN THIS CATALOG MUST BE PURCHASED IN PERSON AT THE PTR CENTER.**

The PTR Center does not provided online ordering, shipping or distribution.
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**Introduction**

Preprinted Math resources in the PTR Center are printed at the District’s in-house Print Shop. The amount charged for preprinted items in the PTR Center are based on the amount the Center is charged for print. The Center provides access to high-quality, ready-to-go resources for single or classroom-size purchases, last-minute items for a classroom event or activity, home-reinforcement materials, classroom presentation, or replacement items. Preprinted resources in the Center are usually printed on durable, heavyweight paper, in a variety of colors in black and white or in color.

Purchases can be charged to your building/department budget (prior approval required by the building/department administrator), PTR Center Purchasing Card, cash, personal checks or debit/credit cards, and the District Procurement Visa Card.

**How to use the PTR Center Worksheet**

All items purchased in the PTR Center must be purchased in person at the Center and recorded on a worksheet. There are many preprinted items available in the Center. It would be impossible to list each one by name on the worksheet without it becoming cumbersome to our customers. Therefore, there are three ways to record preprinted items: Paper Printed; Other; and Copy, color.

Paper Printed is divided into five categories. Where possible, a small, unobtrusive footer is placed on preprinted items to indicate where to mark the item on the worksheet. Some items do not fit into a Paper Printed category, therefore, the cost of the item is displayed and recorded on the PTR Center worksheet under “Other”. We also have some items that are reproduced on the PTR Center color copier. These are recorded under Copy, color. See the illustrations below for more information.

---

**Recording items with a footer on the worksheet**

Items with footers are priced by the total number of pages/sheets purchased in a preprinted category (front and back printing is counted as two sheets).

The preprinted categories are: mats (8 1/2” x 11” to 11” x 17”); paper/sheets (bond/8 1/2” x 11”); bristol/sheets (bristol/8 1/2” x 11”); posters, black & white (19” x 24”), and poster, color (17” x 22”).

What each segment of the footer represents:

- States where the item was obtained, in this case, at the PTR Center
- Name of document
- Date created or revised
- Indicates the section and category on the worksheet where the document is to be recorded
- Number of pages per unit

---

**Using the footer to record preprinted items on the worksheet.**

Preprinted items are located on the back side of the PTR Center worksheet under the heading, Paper - Printed and then followed by five preprinted categories. Using the information provided in the footer, write the total number of pages in the blank space next to the appropriate preprinted category.

The purchase of one mat printed front and back would be recorded as a quantity of “2” in the blank space next to the preprinted category, “mat”.

Recording the quantity of multiple units in a given category: If you were to buy 3 mats that were printed front and back, the following formula is applied to record the quantity on the worksheet: 3 mats x 2 pages (printed front and back) per mat = a total quantity of 6. Multiply total quantity x unit cost to determine total cost.

---

**Recording Color Copies on the worksheet**

Some classroom routine materials are printed on the color laser copy in the PTR Center. Record the total number of copies under “Copy, color” in the appropriate section to determine the cost. Multiply total quantity x unit cost to determine total cost.

---

**PTR Center worksheet**

This worksheet illustrates how to record items with and without footers, and how to record color copies.
Classroom Routine

Anchor Charts, Read Well
$0.50 each  *Paper Printed; black & white: 12 1/2" x 19"

Anchor charts reflect the learning that is going on in a classroom. These charts illustrate steps for students to take to accomplish the participation routines of Preparing to Write, Turn and Talk, Class Share, and Partner Share.

Level
Grades 1-5
Super Six Literacy Practices

This poster outlines six literacy practices students will meet as outlined in Kansas College and Career Ready standards.

Level
Grades 6-12

I will . . .

- read closely.
- read and comprehend complex texts independently and proficiently.
- write arguments to support claims.
- write routinely for a range of time frames and tasks.
- engage in collaborative discussions.
- acquire and use academic and domain specific vocabulary.
Comprehension - Backing Up With Evidence

Comprehension

Backing Up With Evidence

$0.50 Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster is a graphic organizer that models steps taken in finding evidence within the text read to answer questions.

Level
Grades 1

Backing Up With Evidence

$0.50 Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster is a graphic organizer that models steps taken in finding evidence within the text read to answer questions.

Level
Grades 2-3

Backing Up With Evidence

$0.50 Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster is a graphic organizer that models steps taken in finding evidence within the text read to answer questions.

Level
Grades 4-5
**Comprehension**

**Film Strip**

*Price:* $0.50  
*Type:* Printed poster, black & white: 9 1/2” x 25”

This poster can be used to help students illustrate key concepts from reading a passage or explaining steps in a process. Connect each film strip to another for desired length.  
*Level:* Grades 1-5

---

**DICZI-QT**

*Price:* $2.00  
*Type:* Printed poster, color: 17” x 22”

This poster shows strategies to use when reading nonfiction. It is implied that these are strategies of a thinking brain.  
*Level:* Grades 3-5

---

**VIC-QT**

*Price:* $2.00  
*Type:* Printed poster, color: 17” x 22”

This poster names the reading powers or strategies employed to gain meaning while reading.  
*Level:* Grades 3-5
Comprehension

Open Compare and Contrast

$0.50 Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster is a graphic organizer that models how to compare and contrast two things from a reading passage.

Level
Grades 3-12

Presenting

$0.50 Paper - Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster is a K-W-S-L (What I Know, What I Want to Learn, My Source, What I Learned) teaching model that develops active reading of expository text to help students learn from nonfiction reading in any content area.

Level
Grades 1-5

QAR Strategies

$0.50 Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25”

This poster illustrates and describes four types of question-answer relationships that students would want to understand in order to increase comprehension.

Level
Grades 3-12
Kindergarten Pattern & Irregular (Tricky) Words
$0.50  Paper Printed - bristol/sheet: 10 pages, 8 1/2" x 11"; 94 cards, 4 1/4" x 2"
Cards are cut out on the dotted lines. Students practice reading the words on the cards to increase fluency. Teacher may want to consult the Read Well manual to determine when to introduce new words.

Level
Kindergarten

WORD - O
$0.10  Paper Printed - mat: 11" x 17"
$0.02  Paper Printed - paper/sheet: 8 1/2" x 11"
The activities on the mat focus on pattern or irregular word practice. All activities are easily differentiated by students choosing the words they need to work on. Instructions are sold separately.

Level
Grades 1-5

Word Wall Walk
$0.05  Paper Printed - bristol/sheet: 1 page, 8 1/2" x 11"
Directions for Word Wall Walk: Make multiple copies of footprint template and laminate. Write one word on each footprint from words that student’s need to practice. Tape or lay each footprint on the floor. Play music, and have students walk from one footprint to the next. When the music stops, students stop on the footprint they are on, and read it aloud. Students may also write each word in a footprint notebook (made of same template) that they carry with them. Students could be encouraged to take turns reading their words to others.

Level
Grades 1-5
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics

Letter Cards
$0.20 4 pages (2 pages front and back), 8 1/2" x 11";
52 upper and lower case cards, 1 6/8" x 1 6/8"

Cut letter cards apart on the dotted line. Letter cards can be used to
assist with letter recognition or as a manipulative for making words.
Vowels are red; consonants are black. Capital letters are on the
reverse side of the matching lowercase letter.

Level
Grades 1-5

Letters For Syllabication
$0.10 2 pages, 8 1/2" x 11"; 36 vowel cards and 36 consonant cards,
1 1/8" x 1 1/8"

Cut letters cards apart. Letters can be used for making words and
then demonstrating where to divide the words between the syllables.

Level
Grades 1-5

Letter Recognition
$0.70 14 pages, 8 1/2" x 11"; 52 upper and lower case letter cards, 4 1/4" x 5 2/8"

Cards are cut apart and used to practice letter recognition. They could also be used to
practice letter sounds.

Level
Grades K-1
These Read Well replacement activity mats support Read Well Kindergarten independent practice. See Read Well Activity Centers Appropriate Independent Practice Teacher’s Guide for suggestions on how to use.

**Alphabet Arc - Recognition**

$0.50  
Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 1 page, 17” x 22”

**Level**
Kindergarten

*Matching plastic alphabet letters sold separately at the PTR Center.*

**Alphabet Arc - Sequencing**

$0.50  
Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 1 page, 17” x 22”

**Level**
Kindergarten

*Matching plastic alphabet letters sold separately at the PTR Center.*

**Reading Race**

$2.00  
Paper Printed - poster, color: 1 page, 17” x 22”

**Level**
Kindergarten

*Kindergarten Game movers sold separately at the PTR Center.*
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics

These Read Well replacement activity mats support Read Well Kindergarten independent practice. See Read Well Activity Centers Appropriate Independent Practice Teacher’s Guide for suggestions on how to use.

Ring Toss
$0.50  Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 1 page, 17” x 22”
Level
Kindergarten

Sights and Sounds
$0.50  Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 1 page, 17” x 22”
Level
Kindergarten

Sorting
$0.50  Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 1 page, 17” x 22”
Level
Kindergarten
Read Well Sounds and Words K
These game boards are used to reinforce mastery of Read Well reading units. Each game board reinforces mastery of two consecutive Read Well units (Prelude set reinforces A, A-B & A-C). Mastery will lead to fluency development.

Game boards are intended to be used as a fun alternative activity to reinforce required reading in the classroom.

Level
Kindergarten

Phonemic Awareness/Phonics

Only top mat shown for each set.
Different game boards in each set.

Phonemic Awareness/Phonics - Read Well Sounds and Words K

| $0.30/set | Paper Printed - mat:  
| Set 1, (Prelude A, A-B, & A-C) 3 mats per set |

| $0.40/set | Paper Printed - mat:  
| Set 3, (Units 6-7, through 9-10) 4 mats per set |

| $0.50/set | Paper Printed - mat:  
| Set 4, (Units 10-11 through 14-15) 5 mats per set |
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics

Read Well Sounds and Words K, Game Boards, Blank

$0.10 each, Paper Printed - mat: 11” x 17”

These game boards can be used by teachers for student intervention. Customize the game board for each student by writing the sounds in the spaces that need reinforcement.

Level
Grades K-1
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics

Sound Spelling Wall Cards
$3.00 Other - Sound Spelling Wall Cards: 47 cards per set, 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”

Sound/Spelling instruction, also known as phonics, attaches previously learned sounds to specific spelling. Students’ reading development relies on the understanding that letters, or combinations of letters form words. Once students understand the Sound/Spelling system, they are able to decode and encode words. Mastery will lead to fluency development.

Cards are intended to be hung in the classroom where teachers and students can easily reference them.

Level
Grades 1-5

Sound Spelling Wall Words, My Portable
$0.80 Paper Printed - bristol/sheet: 16 pages, 8 1/2” x 11”

Use this activity to help develop reading foundational skills in decoding. A student can list words with letter sounds that are troublesome next to the Sound Spelling Word Cards for reinforcement or practice. For example, if the /ch/ sound in the word “chart” is a sound that requires practice, the word can be written next to the Sound Spelling Word Card /ch/. Likewise, if the /ar/ sound in the word “chart” needs reinforcement, “chart” can be written next to the Sound Spelling Word Card /ar/.

Level
Grades 1-5

Syllable Type Gesture Cards
$0.50 Other - Syllable Type Gesture Cards: 8 cards per set, 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”

Cards are used with the decoding routine throughout the school year.

Skill Area/Other
Reading Foundational Skills: Phonics and Word Recognition (K–5)

Level
Grades 1-5
Vocabulary

Gift of Words

$0.50  Paper Printed - poster, black & white: 19” x 25” Poster

This poster is used for sharing “million dollar” words with the classroom to increase speaking, listening, reading, and writing vocabularies.

Level
Grades 1-5
These mats assist classmates in getting to know one another as a teacher works to build a culture of community and unity in the classroom.

All About Me

Grades 1-2

All About Me

Grades 3-5

All About Us

Grades 6-12

(All About Me) My Family

Grades 1-5
These mats below help students examine their feelings—fears, anxieties, excitement—about changing to a new grade and then reflect on those feelings after a visit. This process assists with the social/emotional health of students.

### Getting in Shape for Middle/High School

$0.10  Paper Printed - mat: 8 1/2" x 11"

**Grades 5**

### Stepping Up to a New Grade

$0.10  Paper Printed - mat: 11" x 17"

**Grades 1-4**

### Getting Ready for Kindergarten

$0.20  Paper Printed - mat: 11" x 17", two-sided mat

This mat provides a plethora of ideas to help families prepare their children for entering Kindergarten so that they are successful both academically and socially.

**Level**

Pre-Kindergarten